CGTN America Premieres Informative and Entertaining "China Views" Episode Featuring Giant Pandas at the Smithsonian Zoo

CGTN America is pleased to announce the latest episode in its popular "China Views" series, continuing its unique approach of engaging street interviews with global audiences. This episode shines the spotlight on the Smithsonian National Zoo's trio of giant pandas residing in Washington, D.C. The piece explores the public's knowledge of these endearing creatures and delves into their unique role as charismatic ambassadors of Sino-American goodwill.

WASHINGTON (PRWEB) July 21, 2023 -- CGTN America is pleased to announce the latest episode in its popular "China Views" series, continuing its unique approach of engaging street interviews with global audiences. This episode shines the spotlight on the Smithsonian National Zoo's trio of giant pandas residing in Washington, D.C. The piece explores the public's knowledge of these endearing creatures and delves into their unique role as charismatic ambassadors of Sino-American goodwill.

CGTN America's team visited the Smithsonian National Zoo in Washington, D.C., putting zoogoers' knowledge to the test with a lively and informative quiz about the star attractions: Giant pandas Tian Tian, Mei Xiang, and their cub Xiao Qi Ji.

The quiz elicited a mix of amusing and sincere responses, as guests were invited to delve deeper into the world of these fascinating animals and the significant history of China-U.S. panda diplomacy. The unexpected facts revealed throughout the quiz, particularly those concerning the pandas' dietary habits, sparked intrigue and enjoyment among the participants.

In the spirit of celebrating the imminent birthdays of all three giant pandas, attendees were given the opportunity to extend their personal sentiments by signing a custom 'happy birthday' card. Heartfelt messages and well-wishes were penned for Mei Xiang, celebrating her 25th birthday on July 22; Tian Tian, turning 26 on August 27; and the youthful Xiao Qi Ji, marking his third birthday on August 21.

Stay tuned to CGTN America for more innovative and insightful episodes in the "China Views" series, connecting audiences worldwide with the dynamic facets of Chinese culture and its influence on global relations.
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CGTN AMERICA & CGTN UN: CMG Forum: International Media Agencies Gather to Launch Joint Initiative for Global Cooperation

Representatives of international media agencies gathered in Shanghai to join hands on a global initiative launched by China Media Group (CMG) and Shanghai as the second CMG Forum kicked off on Thursday.

WASHINGTON (PRWEB) July 21, 2023 -- CGTN America & CGTN UN releases “CMG Forum: International Media Agencies Gather to Launch Joint Initiative for Global Cooperation”

Representatives of international media agencies gathered in Shanghai to join hands on a global initiative launched by China Media Group (CMG) and Shanghai as the second CMG Forum kicked off on Thursday.

The initiative advocates media agencies to take on media responsibilities to promote global cooperation, innovate communication methods, address global challenges, and promote cultural exchange and mutual understanding for win-win outcomes.

Participants agreed that Chinese modernization offers new opportunities for global development and contributes Chinese approaches to the construction of a community with a shared future for humanity.

The forum, with the theme of "Opening up, Inclusiveness, Mutual Benefit: Join Hands on the Path Towards Modernization," is co-hosted by CMG and the Shanghai Municipal People's Government.

Chen Jining, secretary of the Communist Party of China's Shanghai Municipal Committee, said that the media is a participant and promoter of modernization, and looks forward to contributing new strength to modernization.

Shen Haixiong, president of CMG, said that it is the media's mission to promote the development of modernization and the progress of human civilization. "We should take up the responsibility of the media and jointly tell a colorful story of modernization," he said.

Pavel Negoitsa, director of Russian newspaper Rossiyskaya Gazeta, said that the cooperation between Rossiyskaya Gazeta and China Media Group has been excellent over the years. Through innovative cooperation, the two sides can better introduce the successful experience of Chinese modernization to the Russian audience and tell the remarkable achievements of good neighbors and partners, he said.

"I think collaboration is key, because we've seen this through all industries, not only media industry that we need to share experiences, that we need to learn from each other," said Ahmed Nadeem, Secretary-General of Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union.
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